ABSTRACT. For 1 < p < 2 and n > I, let Ap(Rn) denote the Figà-Talamanca-Herz algebra, consisting of functions of the form
with Z)fc ll/fcllp ■ llflfcllp' < °°-We 8how that l{ 2n/(n + 1) < p < 2, then the subalgebra of radial functions in Ap(Rn ) is strictly larger than the subspace of functions with expansions (•) subject to the additional condition that /jt and gic are radial for all k. This is a partial answer to a question of Eymard and is a consequence of results of Herz and Fefferman. We arrive at the statement above after examining a more abstract situation. Namely, we fix G 6 [FIA]g and consider B AP(G) the subalgebra of B-invariant elements of AP(G). In particular, we show that the dual of B AP(G) is equal to the space of bounded, right-translation invariant operators on LP(G) which commute with the action of B.
Introduction.
In his survey of the properties of the Figà-Talamanca-Herz algebras AP(G), Eymard asks the following question, [Ey, 9.3 but also fi and gi radial for all Z?
We use results of Herz and Fefferman to show that the answer is no when n > 1 and 2n/(n + 1) < p < 2.
A similar statement is possible for central functions in AP(G), where G is a compact, simply connected, simple Lie group.
It is possible to view the radial part of Ap(Rn) in a more general setting. Suppose that G is a locally compact group with a group of topological automorphisms B such that B contains all inner automorphisms of G and B is compact in Aut(G). We examine the subalgebra of B-invariant elements of AV(G), written BAP(G), and show that its dual is the space of bounded right-translation invariant operators on LP(G) which commute with the action of B. Furthermore, let 2tp(G, B) be the image of (BLP(G))®(BLP (G)) under the map f®g^g*fv.
For ft G Ll(G), denote by A(ft) the operator / >-*■ ft*/, acting on LP(G) and having norm |||A(ft)|||p.
If ft G BLl(G) then A(ft): BLP(G) -» BLP(G) and we denote the norm of this operator by Np(f).
We arrive at our answer to Eymard's question via the following general principle. If there exists a sequence {hn}n G BLl(G) with {|||A(ft")|||p}n unbounded and {Np(hn)}n bounded, then BAP(G)¿%(G,B).
1.
[FIA]g groups. If G is a locally compact group let Aut(G) be the group of topological automorphisms of G, equipped with the Birkhoff topology described in [Br] and [PtSu] .
Throughout this paper we assume that there is a subgroup B C Aut(G) such that: (i) B contains all inner automorphisms of G; and (ii) B is compact in Aut(G). This is abbreviated by writing G G [FL4]¿. For a list of the properties of the class [FIA] ß see the survey article [Pa] .
Examples include locally compact abelian groups, with B trivial; central groups, with B equal to the group of inner automorphisms;
and G = Rn, B = SO(n). For a G Aut(G) and / a function on G we let af(x) = f(a~1 (x) ), x G G. The hypothesis G G [FL4]¿ implies that G is unimodular and we fix a Haar measure mo on G. In particular, mg is ß-invariant (see [Br, §IV.5] ). The action of B extends to the Lebesgue spaces of G with respect to ma-If / belongs to one of the spaces LP(G) (1 < p < oo) or C0(G) then the map a \-* af provides a strongly continuous representation of B by isometries [Br, p. 78] . If E is a Lebesgue space or a space of functions on G then we let BE:={f£E:af = f, VaGB}.
Having equipped G with vtig we define convolution of functions on G as in [HwRs, §20] . Since mo is B-invariant we see that
whenever ip * tp makes sense. Note also that
where the right-hand side is the Bochner integral with respect to the normalized Haar measure mg of the compact group B. This is denoted /* in [Msk] . The operator Zg is obviously bounded and provides the projections Go(G) -> BCrj (G) and LP(G) -> BLP(G). Since B contains all inner automorphisms of G, BLl(G) is contained in the centre of Ll(G). The maximal ideal space of the commutative Banach algebra BLl (G) is identified with Xb, the space of B-characters as defined in [Msk, §2] . These can be considered as the zonal spherical functions for the Gel'fand pair (G x B, {1} x B). Hence, Xß can be equipped with a measure v so that the Gel'fand transform 7: BLl(G) -» Co(Xb) extends to an isometric isomorphism J: BL2(G) -* L2(Xb,v), see [Go] . The usual interpolation argument shows that if 1 < p < 2 and (1/p) + (1/p') = 1 then J extends to be a bounded map 7:BLp(G)-+Lp'(XB,v). Peters [Pt] has shown that the answer is yes when p = 2. Let us use the abbreviation (2.14)
This is the analogue of a Figà-Talamanca-Herz space for the hypergroup of B orbits in G (see [Ha, HHL] ).
REMARK. We cannot use the technique of [Hz 2] to verify whether ap(G, B) is an algebra. For if ft G 2lp(G, B) C BAP(G) then Mft is a multiplier of B(Lp(G)®Lp'(G)) but not necessarily of (BLP(G))®(BLP (G)), since it need not be B x .B-invariant. The best we can say is that the function (x,y)~ / h(xß(y-1))dmB(ß)
Jb is a multiplier of (BLp(G))®(BLp'(G)). :peBAp(G), |MUP<if.
We shall demonstrate this for special cases in the next sections.
Radial multipliers.
In this section we let G = R", for fixed n > 1, and B = SO(n), so that BLP(G) is the subspace of radial elements of Lp(Rn). We use / to denote the usual Fourier transform of an integrable function / on R". The Schwartz space is denoted by S(Rn) and P(Rn) is the space of C^-functions with compact support.
It is well known that T G so(n^Cvp ( for all / G S(Rn). We recall the following results of Herz [Hz 1] and Fefferman [Ff] .
4.2 LEMMA, (a) For n > 0, r > 0, and 2n/(n + 1) < p < 2 the operator T° is bounded on so^Lp(Rn) and the norm is independent of r.
(b) For n > 1, r > 0, and p¿2, T° <£ Cvp(Rn).
The following lemma was shown to me by Michael Cowling. Tften for each 2n/(n + 1) < p < 2 iftere is a constant cp > 0 such that ||ÏV/||p < cp||/||pt/,(0), /or all f G so<"> S(R").
PROOF. For f,g G so'n'S(Rn) we see that (?V/)*ff(0)= / /(e)ff(ÇMI^D^.
Integrating by parts we see that this is equal to
Now apply the preceding lemma. Q.E.D. Note that we could also have used [GT, p. 238] and [Ig] .
We can now give a partial answer to [Ey, 9.3]. 4.4 THEOREM. For n > 1 and 2n/(n + 1) < p < 2, SO(n)Ap(R") ¿ P(so<n)Lp(R")®so(n)Lp,(R")). We use some results of Stanton and Tomas, [SnTo] , to show that BAP(G) 2 tp(G,B) for certain values of p. Fix a Weyl group-invariant polyhedron R in the Lie algebra of T and let {Dn: n > 1} be the Dirichlet kernels for summation of Fourier series on G, as described in [SnTo, p. 478] . There is a constant p(R), satisfying 2d/(d + r) < p(R) < (2d -2r + 2)/(d -r + 2) < 2, such that for all p(R) < p < 2 and n > 1 ||L>n*/||p<const.p||/||p, Vf€BLp(G).
However, if p ^ 2 then sup|||A(Dn)|||p = oo. 
